
CARE HOME RESIDENTS DOOR CLOSER
WITH ANTI-SLAM FINGER PROTECTION



Care Home Residents 
Door Closer…
Guardian by Exidor is a unique swing free door closer, developed 
specifically to meet the needs of care home facilities. In a class of its 
own the Guardian offers specific features that reduce the risk of injury 
to residents as well as eradicating the need to wedge doors open.

ANTI-SLAM FINGER PROTECTION:
The swing free mode of a closer can allow a door to slam shut.  
Regardless as to whether this is accidental, deliberate or just caused 
by a draught, it poses a real risk to frail residents and care home 
workers alike. Exidor’s Guardian closer has been developed with an 
anti-slam function which controls and slows the motion of the door.
 
DRIFT RESISTANCE:
If a door is unbalanced it can naturally swing open or closed, or it 
can swing with a draught. This can result in a resident wedging the 
door open and invalidating it as a fire door. The Guardian closer 
offers a low level control on the door, which stops it from drifting 
from its open position, at the same time as allowing it to operate 
freely to the user.
 
The Guardian door closer is the only unit on the market 
specifically designed to meet the needs of residential
care facilities.

exidor.co.uk/doorclosers



9880SQ Guardian Closer
with stylish square cover
and matching arm

9880R Guardian Closer
with elegant radius cover
and matching arm

4880L Guardian Closer
with narrow profile slide front
and matching arm

Designed to meet all 
your Care Home needs 
Guardian by Exidor seamlessly combines crucial safety features with 
contemporary style, delivering an effective and aesthetic solution to 
door closing in the demanding Care environment. 

KEY FEATURES
> Unique swing free mechanism designed specifically for the needs of care accommodation
> Finger protecting anti-slam, prevents doors from being slammed shut
> Drift resistance from draughts and unbalanced doors
> Controlled swing speed in fire conditions
> Quality British manufacturing
> Approved to CE and Certifire
> Suited to new build as well as refurbishment and retrofit
> Available in a range of covers and finishes
> Manufacturer’s 2 year guarantee

DESIGN
The Guardian closer can be supplied with a highly aesthetic architectural radius or square cover, 
or with a low profile slide cover allowing it to be positioned behind most doors.  

FINISHES
Available in four standard finishes, with a variety of other plated and powder coated finishes also 
available on request.

With these important aesthetic features and crucial safety considerations -
Guardian is simply in a class of its own.

Satin Stainless Steel Polished Stainless Steel Polished Brass Silver
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British manufactured to 
exacting standards
Exidor’s highly efficient door closer range offers solutions for all of 
your care home needs, from the specific demands of a residential 
room door, to offices, corridors, kitchens and lobbies, include fire 
and non-fire doors.

EASY TO INSTALL:
>  Detachable loop - Allowing loop and closer to be fitted separately 

for additional onsite flexibility in installation
>  Easy fit - Mounts on push or pull side, and supplied with brackets 

for either application
>  Non-handed – fits to either the left or right hand side of the door
>  Straightforward fitting instructions and screw hole templates 

supplied with every unit

PEACE OF MIND:
Guardian has been manufactured to the highest quality.
The range is CE marked for Safety meeting European standards, is 
approved by Certifire to BS EN 1634-1 and meets British Standard
BS EN 1155
 
MADE IN BRITAIN:
As a proud UK manufacturer, we are a member of the ‘Made in 
Britain’ campaign, which promotes and celebrates true UK 
manufacturing.

We manufacture to a quality system which is approved to ISO9001.
And we care – professionally – about quality.

      marked for Safety
Certified to European EN Standards

DOOR CLOSER SELECTOR

9870 Series - E-mag Door Closer
Corridor Doors 
Residents Bedroom Doors

This highly regarded multi-function closer can be 
installed as either ‘swing-free’ or a ‘hold-open’ 
closer.  Its stylish design options provide an aesthetic 
match to the Guardian Closer and is perfect for 
doors which are ideally kept open in normal use.

Residents Bedroom Doors Guardian ‘swing-free’ door closer is the only unit on 
the market specifically designed to meet the needs of 
residential care facilities with unique safety features 
for care environments.
The perfect unit for care home residents’ room doors.

9900 Series - Overhead Door CloserOffice Doors
Corridor Doors
Fire Doors
Non-Fire Doors
Other Doors

A high efficiency cam and roller closer with adjustable 
power size and closing speed, making it suitable in 
situations where the Equality Act is a consideration. 
Functions include ‘Latching action’ and it can also be 
selected with optional ‘Back check’.
Available in a variety of finishes to match the  
Guardian Closer range.



      marked for Safety
Certified to European EN Standards

exidor.co.uk
Visit our website for the latest Exidor product literature, technical data, 
specifiers, product gallery, and projects.
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